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Join DMAC Specialists as we highlight the latest enhancements to the software — There is always more to see!

Prepare Students for Online Testing
Explore TAG and TEKScore with new item types and reports. We’ll also highlight how to create High Quality 
Instructional Materials (HQIM) with various test item sources (Amplify, Eureka, Odell, Carnegie, etc.); show you how 
to utilize the Advanced Search to increase your efficiency when creating tests; discuss how to access Spanish items 
in TAG; and, preview the new Equation Editor!

Learning Plans & HB4545
Create both MTSS plans or Accelerated Learning Plans in DMAC. Take advantage of the Batch feature to 
update Time Tracking for multiple areas of focus and student records. This is a huge time saver when creating 
documentation for HB4545.

T-TESS & TIA
Use the Appraisals applications in DMAC to create digital documentation and obtain signatures. The Skew and 
Correlation reports are also very helpful to prepare documentation for the Texas Incentive Allotment (TIA) or to 
check the validity of your school’s data.

FormWorks®
Collect and report on custom data and tie forms to specific applications such as Student Portfolio, Learning Plans, 
PlanWorks® or Appraisals.

Q & A 
Aside from what’s new, this is YOUR meeting. DMAC offers 20 web-based applications and we’ll tailor the rest of the 
meeting to fit your specific needs. Please bring any questions, feedback or suggestions that would help your school 
take full advantage of these powerful tools.

Please note: this meeting covers A LOT of software in a short amount of time. If your school would like more in-
depth training, sign up for our DMAC Academies or contact us for additional options.

NOTE: Attendees needing special accommodations for training are subject to the fees and policies of the participating Education Service Center.

Register at https://txr5.escworks.net

Contact: Janna Smith - jannas@esc5.net
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